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1 The issue

A number of authors working in the HPSG paradigm (Reape, 1990, 1994, 1996; Richter and Sailer,
1995; Kathol, 1995; M̈uller, 1995, 1999a; Penn, 1999, and others) have argued on linguistic grounds
that constituent structure should not be directly linked to word order properties. While the formal
realizations of the proposals differ, all these so-called linearization approaches have in common that
they allow constituents to be discontinuous, i.e., they do not cover a continuous stretch of phonological
or graphemic material.1 On the computational side, some algorithms for parsing grammars licensing
such discontinuous constituents have been proposed (Johnson, 1985; Reape, 1991; van Noord, 1991).
A computational encoding of an HPSG linearization grammar for German is discussed in Müller
(1996). The BABEL system described implements the HPSG linearization theory of Müller (1999a)
in Prolog and uses a basic parser for discontinuous constituents for processing with this grammar.

While the BABEL approach shows that an HPSG linearization theory can form the basis of a fairly
wide-coverage and efficient implementation, the approach has the disadvantage of forcing the gram-
mar writer to encode the typed feature logic HPSG theory directly at the low level of the Prolog first
order terms. The system therefore is not well-suited for implementing, testing and comparing different
HPSG linearization theories. On a related point, the BABEL system is tailored to Müller’s German
linearization grammar, which makes it difficult to compare its linearization grammar with a more tra-
ditional phrase structure based grammar. Finally, most of the work on BABEL has focussed on the
linguistic side of the implemented theory, so that apart from the points discussed in Müller (1999b)
the question which computational optimizations of parsing linearization grammars could be applied is
essentially left open.

In this paper we want to report on our ongoing work to provide a computational platform for HPSG
linearization grammars. We are extending a version of the phrase structure based ALE system (Car-
penter and Penn, 1994) so that certain kinds of HPSG linearization grammars can be specified and
processed as such.2 More concretely, the ALE system is extended with a parser for discontinuous

∗We would like to thank Stefan M̈uller, Gerald Penn and the anonymous reviewers for their valuable feedback on an
earlier version of this paper. For comments, please contact us at{fouvry, dm}@sfs.nphil.uni-tuebingen.de.

1In this paper, we focus on HPSG related approaches to discontinuous constituency. An overview of various other
approaches to discontinuous constituency can be found in Bunt and van Horck (1996).

2As discussed in Meurers (1994), there are a number of differences between the HPSG architecture of Pollard and Sag
(1994) and ALE grammars, two of which should be mentioned here: First, the signature of an HPSG grammar in contrast
to that of ALE grammars is interpreted based on the assumption that the most specific subtypes cover the domain. This is
sometimes called the closed-world assumption (Gerdemann and King, 1994; Gerdemann, 1995) and leads to more inferences
based on the signature. And second, HPSG theories generally consist of implicational principles, which cannot be directly
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constituents which takes into account linearization statements such as precedence or isolation as ex-
plained below. Once such a special syntax for linearization statements has been introduced, one can
exploit the information expressed in these statements to improve processing. Currently, we only use
this to fold checking of LP statements into the parsing algorithm.

Apart from providing an implementation platform for the linearization theories as basis for dedicated
computational treatments of such grammars, the platform also provides the opportunity to compare
linearization and non-linearization grammars within the same system to evaluate their coverage and
efficiency. While most authors have argued for linearization theories on linguistic grounds, we believe
that such theories might also be advantageous computationally. Using a linearization approach, it
is, for example, possible to eliminate the computationally costly empty categories for linguistically
well-motivated cases of head-movement, such as verb-second in Germanic (cf., e.g., Müller, 1999a,
sec. 11.5.2). This nicely complements the linguistic proposal of Bouma et al. (1998), which eliminates
the need for argument or adjunct traces. It thus seems motivated to explore processing of linearization
grammars both from a linguistic as well as from a computational perspective.

2 Background

In the GPSG paradigm (Gazdar et al., 1985), the notion of phrase structure (PS) was generalized to
immediate dominance/linear precedence (ID/LP) grammars in order to make it possible to express
generalizations over the linearization of constituents across rules. The domain in which the linear
precedence rules apply are the local trees licensed by the immediate dominance rules. In a PS gram-
mar, the string covered by a mother in a local tree is the concatenation of the strings covered by the
daughters in that tree. For an ID/LP grammar, the only thing that changes is that the string covered
by the mother is a permutation of the strings covered by the daughters in that local tree, and more
specifically, a permutation which is consistent with all LP statements.

To use these grammars for parsing there are two options. Under the so-calledindirect parsing ap-
proach, the ID/LP rules are expanded out into ordinary phrase structure rules and the resulting (strongly
equivalent) phrase structure grammar is used for parsing.3 Alternatively, Shieber (1984), Seiffert
(1987), Blache (1992), and others proposeddirect parsing algorithms for ID/LP grammars.

The data structure representing the linguistic categories at the nodes of the trees licensed by the ID
rules has developed into a central aspect of the architecture of HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1987, 1994).
With a typed feature logic (King, 1989; Carpenter, 1992; and others) as underlying formalism, an
HPSG theory is based on an explicitly declared ontology of linguistic objects, and a formal descrip-
tion language is used to express universal principles as constraints on these objects. The constituent
structure is integrated into this linguistic ontology via the attributesDTRS andPHON. The priority of
ID and LP constraints over other linguistic constraints is thus replaced by a uniform set of constraints.
As a result, the string covered by the mother of a local tree is no longer per definition of the formalism
the concatenation or permutation of the coverage of the daughters, which was the case for PS or ID/LP
grammars. Instead, the relation between the phonology of the mother and the phonology of the daugh-

encoded in ALE, in particular when recursive data structures or principles with complex antecedents are involved.
The linearization parser described in this paper is integrated into an ALE version which was extended by Gerald Penn to

include closed world inferencing and implicational constraints with complex antecedents. The resulting TRALE system thus
is much closer to the HPSG architecture, but some differences remain, e.g., in the interpretation of the complex antecedents.
The TRALE system can therefore be localized between a phrase structure based system like ALE and a direct HPSG
implementation system like ConTroll (G̈otz and Meurers, 1995, 1997a,b, 1999).

3With unification-based ID/LP grammars, restrictions on the complexity of the categories are needed to ensure that the
resulting PS grammar is finite.
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ters has to be explicitly specified. This can either be done by specifying a constraint on phrasal objects
with recursive relations checking the linear order of elements (Reape, 1990; Richter and Sailer, 1995;
Kathol, 1995; M̈uller, 1995, and others), or by extending the feature logic so as to permit stating linear
precedence constraints directly as proposed by Manandhar (1995).

To process HPSG grammars, a wide variety of computational systems has been developed. As with
GPSG, there aredirect approaches such as TFS (Emele and Zajac, 1990) or ConTroll (Götz and
Meurers, 1997a,b) attempting to process the formalism as specified in linguistics. In these systems,
an HPSG implementation simply consist of a signature declaring the domain of objects and a theory
of usually implicational statements constraining this domain. While the advantage of such a direct
approach is that the implemented grammar is essentially identical to the linguistic theory, direct pro-
cessing with such a uniform constraint pool has the disadvantage of ignoring the domain-specific
knowledge that some of these constraints, in particular the constraints on constituency as most im-
portant recursive data structure, are more important to guide processing than others. The majority of
computational approaches to HPSG processing therefore require a manual recoding of an HPSG theory
in order to introduce a relational backbone to guide processing. While systems such as CUF (Dörre
and Dorna, 1993) rely on a general definite clause encoding for this purpose, the idea behind most
systems is to require a grammar to be based on a special relational backbone, namely phrase struc-
ture. Equipped with such a phrase structure backbone, systems such as ALE (Carpenter and Penn,
1994), TDL (Krieger and Scḧafer, 1994), ALEP (Alshawi et al., 1991), LKB (Copestake et al., 1993),
and others can make use of well-known parsing and generation algorithms.4 Generally speaking, the
underlying idea of such systems is to separate the phrase structure relation from the general pool of
linguistic constraints in order to provide a domain specific algorithmic solution which improves on the
processing of the uniform constraint pool in terms of efficiency and termination.

As mentioned above, an HPSG theory does not require the phonology of a phrase to be the concate-
nation of that of the daughters, even if many HPSG theories define a “Constituent Ordering Principle”
(Pollard and Sag, 1994) in a way which corresponds to the traditional concatenation or permutation op-
erations which are built into the PS or ID/LP grammar formalisms. Over the past ten years, a strand of
research in the HPSG paradigm has investigated the use of linearization domains which are larger than
a local tree (Reape, 1990, 1994, 1996; Richter and Sailer, 1995; Kathol, 1995; Müller, 1995, 1999a;
Penn, 1999, and others). The authors argue on linguistic grounds that phenomena such as clause union
or verb-second in Germanic languages should be treated in terms of separating the linearization from
the constituent structure to allow for discontinuous constituents. Since the linearization grammar ap-
proach severs the immediate correspondence between phonology and constituent structure, this link
has to be replaced by other constraints relating the constituent structure to the string covered by that
structure. As data structure for expressing this relation, most HPSG linearization approaches extend
the representation of a sign with a so-calledword order domainin addition to the constituent structure.
The theory then includes constraints specifying how the word order domains are formed. Of particular
interest is when the word order domains of the sub-constituents of a tree aredomain-unioned(using
Reape’s terminology) to form a single domain. This permits the elements of the sub-constituents to
linearize in the larger domain of the mother instead of within the local domain of each daughter. The
LP statements apply to these word order domains which can, but do not have to, be larger than local
trees.

When it comes to processing HPSGlinearizationproposals, one can pursue adirect approach and
implement the proposal in a system such as TFS or ConTroll. On the other hand, Johnson (1985),
Reape (1991), van Noord (1991) and Müller (1996) have proposed parsing algorithms for discontin-

4Of course, the downside of this is that instead of general constraint satisfaction working on any kind of query, processing
is restricted to parsing and generation.
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uous constituents. One can therefore follow anindirect approach and recode the grammar so that the
immediate dominance relations form a relational backbone. The linearization parser then takes care
of licensing every permutation of dominated elements.

An important difference to the direct ID/LP approaches is, however, that the construction of the word
order domains and the LP constraints on the possible word orders remains on the level of the lin-
guistic data structure, not the extracted relational backbone. Erbach et al. (1995), for example, base
their constraint resolver for the linearization constraints on the feature logic extension described by
Manandhar (1995) to incorporate linear precedence constraints in a formally precise way. Being more
concerned with the processing aspects, Kasper et al. (1998) go as far as integrating bit vector encod-
ings into the linguistic formalism to obtain a more efficient variant of the shuffle operation licensing
the permutations of strings. In our eyes, their idea to shift such processing aspects into the linguistic
formalism shows that a dedicated algorithmic treatment should be used for linearization constraints.
We therefore propose to deal with linearization constraints on the level of the immediate dominance
relations serving as backbone for the parser. The linguistic data structure is freed from the construction
of the word order domains as well as the expression of linearization constraints. In essence, one could
take our approach as following the remark of Reape (1991, pp. 67f) that “the question of specializing
the permutation-complete algorithms still looms large. [. . . ] Clearly, more work needs to bedone on
‘folding in’ some of the low-level string combination operations into the parsers.”

3 Introducing linearization statements as first class citizens in ALE

3.1 Specification of linearization constraints

3.1.1 Local statements

As a first step towards extending the ALE system with a linearization parser, one needs to fix a syntax
for specifying the linearization constraints and define what the statements are intended to mean. We
base our work on the “Linear Specification Language (LSL)” of Götz and Penn (in preparation),
and more concretely on the subset of that language dealt with by Suhre (1999), who defines LSL
grammars and their interpretation as an extension of context free grammars to discuss various formal
and computational properties.

The rules of our ALE extension, which we will refer to as ID/LSL rules, are essentially built up
like ordinary ALE phrase structure rules, except for the fact that the ordinary mother and daughter
specification in the rule only encodes immediate dominance instead of phrase structure. When no lin-
earization statements are specified, all orders of the terminals are permitted. Different from the ID/LP
formalism this includes the possibility of interleaving subconstituents, which in a tree representation
corresponds to crossing branches.

The new operatorlp> is used to attach linearization constraints to a rule. The BNF syntax of ID/LSL
rules is given in figure 1 on the following page. There are three types of linearization statements:
isolation ([ A] ), weak linear precedence (A < B), and immediate linear precedence (A << B). The
three can be combined to form complex statements using conjunction (, ) or disjunction (; ).

The descriptionsA andB in these linearization statements are used to refer to nodes in the local tree
licensed by a rule, i.e., they are Prolog variables (or contain one in a conjunction) which co-occur
in the description of either the mother or a daughter of the rule. Isolation and the two linearization
statements thus are expressed with respect to particular tree nodes.

Theweak linear precedencerequirementA < B is satisfied if the rightmost terminal dominated byA
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<rule> ::= <rule_name> rule <desc> ===> <rule_body> .

<rule_body> ::= <rule_clause>
| ( <rule_clause>, <rule_body> )

<rule_clause> ::= cat> <desc>
| goal> <goal>
| lp> <lincons>

<lincons> ::= [ <desc> ]
| <desc> < <desc>
| <desc> << <desc>
| ( <lincons> , <lincons> )
| ( <lincons> ; <lincons> )

<desc> ::= ordinary ALE description
<goal> ::= ordinary ALE goal
<rule_name> ::= ordinary ALE rule name

Figure 1: Syntax of the ID rules with LSL statements

is to the left of the leftmost terminal dominated byB. The immediate linear precedencestatementA
<< B is interpreted alike, but enforces the additional requirement that the rightmost terminal under
A is immediately to the left of the leftmost terminal underB. The isolationoperator[ A] is used to
require a daughter or a mother node of an ID/LSL rule to dominate a continuous sequence of terminals,
which corresponds to the notion ofboundingin the terminology of Dowty (1989). As we will discuss
in the following section, these isolated nodes also play a second role, namely as the domain in which
global linearization statements are required to hold. Before we turn to this issue, let us illustrate the
local linearization statements introduced so far with a simple example.

Figure 2 shows a rule intended to license a flat VP with a ditransitive verbal head and two NP comple-
ments which can occur in any order before the verb.5

ditrans_vp rule
(VP, synsem:loc:cat: (head:verb,

subcat:[NN]))
===>
cat> (D, synsem: (DD, loc:cat:head: (noun, case:dat)),
cat> (A, synsem: (AA, loc:cat:head: (noun, case:acc)),
cat> (V, word, synsem:loc:cat:(head:verb,

subcat: [NN,AA,DD])),
lp> ([D],[A],[VP], D < V, A < V).

Figure 2: An example ID/LSL rule

Just like in ordinary ALE rules, the mother of the rule precedes the===> operator. Here, the mother
is described as a verbal projection subcategorizing for a single argument. The expressions starting
with capital letters are variables, so thatVP is a variable referring to the mother node of the local
tree. Each daughter is described following thecat> operator, and again variables are introduced
to be able to refer to the respective daughter nodes. The linearization constraints introduced by the
lp> operator make reference to the variables introduced for the mother and the daughter nodes. The

5The examples provided in this paper are obviously intended for illustration purposes only.
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three isolation statements express that the two complements and the resulting VP are required to be
continuous constituents. And the two weak precedence statements ensure that both the dative and the
accusative object have to precede the verbal head. Since all nodes in this example are required to be
continuous (or are lexical), this ID/LSL rule corresponds to two ordinary phrase structure rules, one
for each order of complements.

The three types of local linearization statements introduced above correspond to the LSL constraints
discussed by Suhre (1999). While the ID/LSL format makes it possible to collapse several phrase
structure rules into one, the HPSG linearization approaches in the literature clearly require additional
machinery in order to be able to control word order and discontinuities across the local trees licensed
by the rules. In the next section we therefore introduce global linearization statements for this purpose.

3.1.2 Global linearization statements

In the previous section, we introduced local linearization statements in order to express constraints
on the order of the nodes in the local tree licensed by the ID/LSL rule which the local linearization
statement is attached to. The linearization statements are thus local in two ways: They only apply to
the single ID rule they are attached to, and they can only constrain the linearization of those tree nodes
which are licensed by the particular ID rule.

With global linearization statements there are two corresponding facets as well: The traditional LP
rules of ID/LP grammars are global in the sense that such LP rules express the same order constraints
across all ID rules. Since this makes it possible to express generalizations across ID rules, such global
linearization statements need to be included in our setup.6 The second aspect in which linearization
constraints can be global is related to the domain in which linearization is possible in the ID/LSL
setup. The linearization domains in our ID/LSL setup can be larger than local trees (unless explicitly
limited by an isolation statement). Therefore linearization statements which are independent of an ID
rule licensing a local tree are needed in order to constrain the linearization of nodes which are not part
of the same local tree.

Once one abandons local trees as linearization domain, the first question one needs to address is
what kind of domains replace the local trees as word order domains. Reape (1994), Kathol (1995) and
others proposed to explicitly introduce word order domains into the linguistic data structure, i.e., under
a special attribute. In our implementation of linearization grammars, the word order domains are not
represented in the linguistic data structure as such, but are part of the backbone that is singled out to
be processed by dedicated algorithms. The word order domains thus need to be specified by means
outside of the ordinary description language. To start with, the basic word order domain in which
the global linearization constraints apply is taken to be the complete string that is parsed.7 Every
parsing input thus consists of at least one complete, continuous linearization domain. Additional
word order domains can be introduced by the isolation statements specified as part of an ID/LSL
rule. These isolation statements thus serve two purposes: Firstly, the isolation statements provide the
domains in which the global linearization statements express their ordering constraints, i.e., a global
linear precedence statement constrains the order of two nodes within the same isolation domain.8

6In GPSG this is the only way to express linearization constraints, which means that only grammars satisfying the
Exhaustive Constant Partial Ordering (ECPO) property can be expressed (Gazdar et al., 1985, pp. 49).

7In this paper and the current implementation, we only deal with the question of parsing with linearization grammars.
As far as we see, our setup could in principle be extended to include a generator.

8Currently, there only is one type of isolation operator, so all global linearization statements apply to the same domains.
This setup could be extended by naming isolation statements and specifying in each global linearization statements which
of the named domains they apply to.
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And secondly, as discussed in the previous section, the isolation statements enforce that the terminals
dominated by the isolated node are a continuous sequence. The phonology of the isolated constituent
is included as one block in the word order domain of its mother, i.e., the internal composition of the
phonology of an isolated constituent is not accessible for global linearization constraints operating in
the higher word order domain.

Turning to the way in which global linearization statements are integrated into our setup, they are are
introduced by the predicatelp/2 , for which the BNF syntax is shown in figure 3.

<global_lp> ::= <rule_name> lp <lincons> .

Figure 3: Syntax of the global linearization constraints.

Just like with local linearization statements, there are two kinds of global precedence constraints,
weak linear precedence (A < B) and immediate linear precedence (A << B). For the local linear
precedence statements,A andB included variables to identify those tree nodes licensed by the ID
schema which are ordered by the statement. This option is not available for global linear precedence
statements, which are not restricted to apply to the nodes licensed by a particular schema. Instead,
full descriptions are used to single out the nodes to be ordered. To illustrate this, take the global
linearization statement shown in figure 4, which is intended to order inverted verbs before nominal
elements.

inverted_verb_position lp
synsem:loc:cat:head: (verb,inv:+) < synsem:loc:cat:head:noun.

Figure 4: A global linearization statement

To the left and right of the precedence operator<, one finds descriptions of signs possibly occurring in
a domain (in contrast to the variables as names of nodes known to exist for the local statements). One
thus needs to specify when such a global linearization statement applies. We assume that a statement
of the formA < B or A << B applies in every domain containing a signa described byA and a sign
b that is described byB.9

While the syntax in figure 3 allows isolation as well as linear precedence statements to be included in
such global constraints, currently we only treat global precedence constraints. Isolation thus can only
be expressed as part of a local statement attached to a specific ID/LSL rule. Ultimately, we intend to
make use of the full syntax, which will allow for global isolation statements such as shown in figure 5.
The intended interpretation of this particular statement is that every node in the tree which is saturated

finite s isolation lp [ (synsem:loc:cat:subcat:[]) ] .

Figure 5: A global isolation statement.

is an isolated domain.

With respect to processing, a problem that can arise with respect to this application criterion is that
at a particular point in processing, not enough information might be available to determine whether
we have such signsa andb in the domain or not. For example, with respect to the rule in figure 4
it is clear what happens when there are no verbs or nouns in the domain (the constraint does not

9This includes the possibility thata andb are the same sign. As discussed below, we assume a universal interpretation
for the descriptions in linear precedence constraints. Therefore only one element which is described by both descriptionsA
andB of a linearization statement can occur per a word order domain. Interestingly, such an interpretation of linearization
constraints is actually used by Gazdar et al. (1985) and Kathol (1995).
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apply), or when there is an inverted verb and a noun in the domain (it applies). But when the domain
contains a noun and a verb for which processing has not yet determined theINV value, one either has
to make a non-deterministic choice with respect to theINV value the verb might have and return to this
point later to also try out the alternatives, or one can postpone the decision whether the linearization
statement applies until theINV value is known so that no non-deterministic choice is required. To limit
the search space, we decided to implement the second option and ball back on the first option only
when processing failed to provide the information needed. The information needed to decide whether
the linear precedence constraint applies can arise non-locally at any point during processing, be it
from a ID/LSL rule, a lexical entry, or a universal principle. The issue is parallel to the problem with
non-local instantiations of information relevant to an LP statement in an ID/LP grammar as discussed
by Morawietz (1995). If at the end of processing, the relevant information has not been determined,
we currently report the pending constraints to the user together with the potential solution. Ultimately,
the fall-back strategy mentioned above should step in at this point to explore the search space by
further instantiating the result non-deterministically according to the possibilities determined by the
signature.

Once a global linearization statement is known to apply to a domain, the question becomes how the
descriptions in the linear precedence requirement are quantified. It would be most general to introduce
existential and universal quantifiers into the linearization constraint syntax, as proposed by Götz and
Penn (in preparation). This way, the grammar writer could specify linearization constraints such
as “for all domains including an inverted verb and a noun, every inverted verb must precede some
noun.” We currently settle for a less complex approach without explicit quantification and interpret all
descriptions in linear precedence statements universally, i.e., for all signs in the domain which satisfy
this description, the constraint must hold.

3.1.3 Limitations

It is important to mention at this point that the syntax for local and global linearization statements we
provide in the extended ALE system and its interpretation sketched above is considerably less general
than the general mechanism available in HPSG for obtaining thePHON value of a phrase. In fact, at
least some of the HPSG linearization theories proposed in the literature clearly fall outside of the class
of grammars for which we propose to deal with the linearization constraints as part of the backbone
used by the linearization parser. Richter (1997), for example, proposes that the phonology of a verb
in verb-second position is that of the phonology of the verb proper plus the phonological contribution
of the topicalized constituent. And Kathol (1995) proposes that particle verbs lexically introduce two
independent units for linearization, the verb itself and the particle.

However, the much larger part of linearization theories does not make such strong use of linearization.
For these theories, our platform makes it possible to test the trade-off involved in different implemen-
tations of such grammars: from converting them to phrase structure grammars to encoding them in the
version of linearization grammars which we intend to treat. Of course, certain techniques for efficient
processing, such as indexing on the string position, are not applicable for parsing with linearization
grammars. Still, we believe that creating a single platform where both approaches are possible at least
provides a starting point on which linearization grammars can be directly compared to ordinary phrase
structure grammars expressing the linearization with other methods such as head-movement.

After this sketch of the functionality of the linearization platform we develop, the second part of this
paper discusses how this functionality is rendered computationally.
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3.2 Compilation and indexation

3.2.1 Compilation of the linearization constraints

In the version of ALE that we build on, the phrase structure rules are compiled into an efficient clause
representation. In our extension to this system, the linearization statements described in the first part
of the paper are folded into the immediate dominance rules at compile time. This has the advantage
that we can use the information provided about dominance and linearization at compile time to make
processing more efficient. First we shall discuss how relevant information is encoded for the parser.
That is followed by a description of the compilation of the local statements, and finally of the global
statements. We end with a discussion of the indices generated by the compiler.

In the standard ALE parser, the edges are indexed on their left-most vertex. Given that the parser
processes the daughters bottom-up from left to right, this allows for an efficient retrieval of edges
from the chart. Once an edge has been found, the parser knows where it ends, and that vertex is
also the leftmost (or first) vertex of the next edge to the right. In a linearization setup, the begin
and end vertices alone cannot be used any longer to select edges: the constituents are not necessarily
continuous. Following Johnson (1985) and Suhre (1999), we use bit-vectors to encode what part of
the input an edge describes. Every bit stands for a word in the input. An empty category, for instance,
is represented by the vector0. The vectors are realized as integers, and we call that value thecoverage
of an edge.

Bit operations on the coverage are used to detect if the edges obey the ordering constraints. In the
following, the functions rightmost and leftmost stand for respectively rightmost and leftmost bit of the
coverage, which is the same as the respective word of the category:

immediate precedenceA << B is satisfied ifrightmost(A) = leftmost(B)− 1;

precedenceA < B is satisfied ifrightmost(A) < leftmost(B);

continuity corresponds to a single sequence of1-bits, i.e., if the bit-vector of an edge is0 or if it starts
with a block of only1-bits, followed by a block of only0-bits, the vector is continuous;

compatibility A ∧ B: the bitwise ‘and’ of the coverages must be zero, i.e., they should not overlap.
For instance,010 ∧ 101 = 000, so they are compatible, but010 ∧ 110 = 010. It is obvious that
this will be one of the first selection criteria;

new coverageA∨B: the bitwise ‘or’ of the coverages, i.e., the new coverage consists of all the words
covered by the daughter edges.010 ∨ 101 = 111;

containment A vectorB is contained inA if A xor B = A−B: all 1-bits inB are also set inA.

A central design decision was to keep the word order domain information out of the linguistic data
structure, and compile it separately. This keeps the edges smaller since no (recursive) domain structure
needs to be represented in the edges. Smaller edges require less copying and this results in faster
unification.10 We shall return to this in section 3.2.2.

As we have discussed in section 3.1.1, the local constraints must be structure-shared with a daughter
category described bycat> . The sharing makes all information available which is needed to manip-
ulate edge information at compile time such that costly searches for the edges being ordered can be

10To obtain a quantitative measure of the improvement involved, we intend to test a grammar with explicit domain repre-
sentation against a grammar not including such a representation.
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avoided during the analysis. More specifically, the parser does not need to look in the chart to find
all edges with a compatible category. Instead, the compiler knows in which variable the coverage of
the edges involved is stored, and these can be passed on directly to the predicatelinearize/2 that
checks the compatibility with the local linearization statements. Consider the simple rules in figure 6.

one rule
s ===>

cat> (A, n),
cat> (B, vp),
lp> (A<B).

first lp (vp < n).

Figure 6: A simple grammar

The compiled form of the ruleone is given in figure 7. In that figure,get edge/8 retrieves edges
from the chart, andadd edge/9 adds a new result to the chart. We shall return toget edge/8 in
the context of indexation. The integration of the local linearization statement is shown in the call to
linearize/2 in line 19 of figure 7. Cov1 is the coverage of the first daughter (n), Cov2 is the

rule(FS1, pos(B,C,Cov1), E, F-(G-H), Chart) :-
FS1=’$r’(0,1,1,1,1,_),

3: num(J),
K is J-1,
lpcons(K, Cov1, FS1, E, L, Chart, G-H, _),

6: ( rule_body(one, sel(B,Cov1,_,C,C), B, L, Chart, H, G, Cov1,
C, F, Cov1)

; leftwards(B, B1),
nonvar(D1)when user:(Chart=D1,

9: arg(B1,D1,E1),
rule_body(one,sel(B1,Cov1,_,B-1,C),B1,

C1,Chart,H,G,Cov1,C,F,Cov1)),
assertz(user:linealppc(B1,D1,E1,C1)),

12: fail
).

rule_body(one, M, N, O, Chart, H, C, F, Cov1):-
15: FS2=’$r’(0,0,0,0,1,_),

get_edge(M, Chart, R, Cov2, FS2, H-T, _, _),
lpcons(R, Cov2, FS2, O, W, Chart, G-T, _),

18: CovM is Cov1\/Cov2,
linearize(Cov1<Cov2),
leftmost_position(CovM, C, Z),

21: add_edge(Z, C, CovM, W, ’$r’(0,0,1,1,1,_), [F,R], G-T, one, Chart).

Figure 7: Compiled form of ruleone 11

coverage of the other daughter.linearize/2 checks if neither is an empty category, if the coverage
of one edge is not contained in the coverage of the other, and finally if then edge is preceding thevp
edge.

Global constraints cannot be integrated to the same extent, because the nodes to which they apply are
not licensed by a single rule that is compiled and, more generally, it is not known at compile time to

11The compiled code shown here was modified slightly for presentation reasons.
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which nodes and how many times the global constraint will apply. Therefore, they need to be checked
at run time for every edgeE that is added in which a node occurs that might be ordered by a global
constraint. Before the edge for the next daughter is fetched from the chart, it is tested whetherE is
allowed by the global linearization constraints. This is shown in figure 7 on the preceding page in the
lines 5 and 17 (lpcons/8 ), for the first and second daughters respectively. Other tests like coverage
and feature structure compatibility are performed before this happens.

lpcons(Id, Cov, FS, DS0, DS, Chart, L, first) :-
( arrays:aref(1, DS0, M) ->

3: DS0=N
; arrays:aset(1, DS0, []<[], N),

([]<[])=M
6: ),

M=..[<,O,P],
( terms:subsumes_chk(’$r’(0,0,0,0,1,_), FS) ->

9: ordsets:ord_intersection(P, L, R),
check_lp_constraint(R, _>Cov, Chart),
ordsets:ord_add_element(O, Id, S)

12: ; S=O % Constraint not applied
),
( terms:subsumes_chk(’$r’(0,1,1,1,1,_), FS) ->

15: ordsets:ord_intersection(O, L, U),
check_lp_constraint(U, _<Cov, Chart),
ordsets:ord_add_element(P, Id, V)

18: ; V=P % Constraint not applied
),
W=..[<,S,V],

21: arrays:aset(1, N, W, DS).

Figure 8: Compiled form of global linearization statementfirst

The information about global constraints is stored in a separate data structure. This structure is ma-
nipulated bylpcons/8 , see figure 8. When the global constraints are applied, it is checked, for
every linearization statement in the constraint,12 one needs to check if the feature structure ofE is
subsumed by the description in the constraint (line 8). If that is the case, the constraint will apply.
To test the binary relations<</2 and</2 the second argument needs to be found. The data struc-
ture contains a set of pointers to all edges in the chart that satisfied the description for the second
argument in the statement. This set is intersected with the set containing the pointers to the edges in
the current domain, the scope of the global constraints (line 9). This yields the edges in the current
domain to which a linearization constraint is attached. For each one of the edges in the intersection,13

the linearization conditions are checked (check lp constraint/3 ; line 10). Finally, if this was
successful,E is added to the elements that satisfy the constraint, which makes it available for the call
to check lp constraint/3 for the next edge (line 11). Then an analogous computation is done
for the other argument of the linearization statement (lines 14–19).

Finally, there is the problem related to the order in which the edges are found. The standard ALE
parser works, as already mentioned, from left to right in the rules, reading the input from right to left.
This means that all edges that can be found to the right of an edge will have been found when they
are needed. This makes active edges unnecessary. Unfortunately, this processing option is unavailable
for a linearization parser: The sister edge can come be found in either direction. We have chosen

12In the example, there is only one.
13Here is where the global constraints are quantified universally over the word order domain.
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to keep the current implementation strategy in ALE to avoid edge copying as much as possible and
make use of co-routining for the cases in which an edge is not yet available. SICStus Prolog has
some built-in predicates for co-routining, likewhen/2 . This particular predicate suspends processing
when certain conditions are not fulfilled, and proceeds as soon as they are. For instance, the goal
when(nonvar(X), write(X)) will write X only when it is not a variable. When it is a variable,
it will wait until it becomes instantiated.

The use of co-routining is apparent in the figure 7 on page 162. First the edges to the right are
exhausted (lines 6–7), and then the daughters to the left, which are still to be found, are used to apply a
rule (lines 8–12). For the edges to the right, it is known when they were found (i.e., how far the parser
had processed the input). The edges to the left are entirely unknown. The parser needs to prepare rules
which are to be fired when edges are found, and this for for every of the remaining positions. These are
calculated byleftwards/2 . The rules are suspended until the missing edges are filled in. Because
such conditions on variables are deleted on backtracking together with the variables concerned, the
parser needs to assert a fact (linealppc/4 ), which maintains the link between the current code and
the chart when the code is re-activated. Neither the chart itself, nor any edges need to be asserted: four
variables suffice. One of the variables is associated with a condition that will trigger the call of the
suspended goals, once it is fulfilled.

3.2.2 Internal representations: domains and indices

Two issues glossed over in the previous section deserve a more detailed discussion: domains and
indexation. We have mentioned that the domain information, i.e., the set of edges in the domain, has
to be available. When an edge is added to the chart, a pointer to it is also added to the domain set
of that edge, and the domains of the daughter edges which are not isolated are unioned into this set.
Updating the domain information is thus fully integrated in the parsing procedure.

More important is how the isolation works. Isolation is the constraint that hides the edges in the
isolated domain from outside access, i.e., from this point upwards, the domain is only available as one
block. It is a requirement that isolated domains are continuous. The continuity is checked (see p. 161)
and the domain that is passed on is limited to the pointer to the isolating edge, instead of the entire set.

To allow edges that satisfy a series of criteria to be fetched efficiently, there are currently three indices
in the chart, for each of the values that are often used as selection criteria. The indices group pointers
to edges which are the same given a certain criterion. A good example is the coverage index: for
every coverage that occurs during the analysis, all edges with that coverage are collected in one set.
The other indices are for the edge IDs and the chart state. The selection criteria are passed on to
get edge/8 in the compiled form of the rule as shown in figure 7 on page 162, which only fetches
the edges from the chart that meet the requirements.

The global constraints and the domains also use indices, although those are stored separately from the
chart indices: the domain index changes when a domain is isolated, and the global constraints are first
looked up by constraint, not by edge. Indexation can be used here because the word order domain
information is not stored in the linguistic structure. All the indices are updated when the edge is added
to the chart.
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4 Summary

In this paper, we have presented our ongoing project to extend the ALE system so that linearization
grammars can be directly specified. The system has been extended with a parser for discontinuous
constituents which takes into account linearization statements (precedence, isolation) which are spec-
ified separate from the HPSG theory as such. We have sketched the local and global linearization
statements we introduced and how they are currently interpreted.

As motivation for this enterprise, we argued that from a processing perspective the linearization con-
straints assumed by HPSG-linearization approaches should be separately specified instead of includ-
ing them on the level of the linguistic data structure. This makes it possible to keep the linguistic
data structure small in order to speed up unification and to explore dedicated algorithms treating the
linearization constraints as part of a parsing process. Finally, the system will make it possible to com-
pare linearization and non-linearization grammars within the same setup to evaluate their coverage
and efficiency.
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